ROLE MODEL
DAVID WALTON STARS IN About a Boy
RAISING THE BAR
MIXOLOGISTS’ PICKS for HOLIDAY REVELS

Metro Boston’s Martini Guide to Entertainment, Culture and the Scent of Pork Cracking
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FLIP THE BIRD
CELEBRITY CHEFS’ TURKEY ALTERNATIVES
Meaningful Mementos
Globe-trotting Goods

This holiday season, score some top-notch batik textiles without the fuss of a trans-Pacific flight. For more than 30 years, the Cultural Survival Bazaar has provided a platform for indigenous artisans to sell their products and showcase their traditions. Guests are able to chat with artists and fair trade advocates from 60-plus countries while browsing crafts, art, clothing, jewelry, carpets and accessories. You’ll find unique gifts from Guatemalan weaver Maria Xoch, Zimbabwean wire artist Bernard Domingo (he makes beaded figurines from fishing wire and Coca-Cola cans) and Hmong textile artisan Chia Yang Khang. The bazaar also features live music, Native American storytelling and craft-making demonstrations. This is shopping at its most cosmopolitan. / Maria Scenna

THE CULTURAL SURVIVAL BAZAAR takes place Nov. 29-Dec. 1, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Free; Cambridge College, 1000 Mass. Ave., Cambridge (617-441-5400); bazaar.culturesurvival.org.